
Black is beautiful  

 

LUCTRA® VITAWORK® convinces in the project in black  

 

Iserlohn/Dorsten, 22.02.2022: The role of the color "black" has hardly changed in contemporary 
taste. Whether renovation in existing buildings or new construction - black enjoys great popularity 
both as an element in the facade and in interior design. There, black furniture and accessories can 
add elegance and dignity to the ambience.  

 

Beautiful Black in the project  

 

LUCTRA® realized a project in the new administration building of the construction company H. Hütter 
in Dorsten (North Rhine-Westphalia). The new premises were given the best lighting conditions with 
LUCTRA® VITAWORK®. In addition to compliance with all DIN regulations (EN 12464-1 as well as ASR 
3.4 (Germany)), healthy lighting both at the computer workstations and in the meeting rooms is 
important to the company. "Our lighting had to be bright, daylight-controlled and glare-free," 
explains site manager Michael Diekert. "The high ceilings on the second floor posed a major 
challenge. Visually and functionally, VITAWORK® is the best luminaire compared to the competition. 
The transverse arrangement of the light panel also convinced us." In addition, the design-award-
winning luminaire in black integrates very well into the architecture.  

 

LUCTRA® VITAWORK® lighting solution for projects also available in black  

 

The LUCTRA® VITAWORK® free-standing luminaire is suitable for illuminating the entire office 
building by means of direct and indirect light. The LEDs installed in the luminaire head provide either 
asymmetrical or symmetrical light distribution via a light panel, ensuring particularly uniform 
illumination of the entire work area. In addition, this creates a natural lighting impression and a tidy 
ceiling appearance.  

 

Individual project wishes - no problem thanks to Made in Germany  

 

All VITAWORK® models are manufactured at the production site in Kamen-Methler (NRW). Highly 
qualified employees assemble all parts for the entire product range in the LUCTRA® factory. The first 
priority here is manual work in accordance with the highest quality standards.  

 

 

 


